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An aura of intrigue often surrounds those groups who have left the

larger Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and survived. For
many such existing organizations, a key cause of disaffection is plural
marriage. Some left early because they opposed the doctrine of
polygamy; others broke away when the practice was abandoned. Even
though these groups have developed their own leadership and doctrine,
they belong to the larger Mormon experience.

Two articles discuss experiences within the fundamentalist group
that exists primarily along the Utah-Arizona border. Martha Bradley
focuses on the women involved in the last major government raid on
these villages while Kenneth Driggs analyzes the written and spoken
ideas of the late fundamentalist leader, Leroy S. Johnson.

It is interesting to trace the development of specific Mormon doc-
trines. Roger Launius, Guy Bishop, and Grant Underwood discuss
vicarious temple work and specifically baptism for the dead, Launius
analyzing the RLDS attitudes and rejection of this ordinance, Guy
Bishop studying the actual practice of the principle in Nauvoo, and
Underwood comparing and critiquing these two perspectives.

It is a fact that many Latter-day Saints succeed in interfaith mar-
riages even though such marriages theologically diminish the prospect
of eternal companionship. Karen Marguerite Moloney has brought
together the essays of five individuals who have dealt with that reality
throughout their married lives and who offer here their very personal
responses to love and to doctrine.

Once again, Samuel W. Taylor brings wit and truth together, this
time in a delightful remembrance about burlesque theater in Salt Lake
City. The short story in this issue, "And," sensitively addresses the
dilemma of married LDS students trying to balance work, education,
and physical and emotional needs. This issue also features poignant
poetry by Emma Lou Thayne and Holly Welker.

If this issue has a theme, it is diversity within the greater culture
that stems from the Mormon experience.
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